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Introduction, Kristine A. Culp

01 Winged Words, Edward Scribner Ames

Before God

03 A Better Way with Words, Eugene May
04 Drawn From Our Wintry Ways, W. Barnett Blakemore
05 Divine Wisdom, Jane E. McAvoy
06 We Rest in You, Edward Scribner Ames
07 Holy Ground, David E. Cobb
08 Surprising Resurrection, C. Harvey Lord
09 In Overflowing Joy and Anguish, Kay L. Northcutt
10 Easter, Erica L. Brown
11 God of All Might and God of All Quiet, Lee Hall Moses
12 Above and Beyond, Neal Kentch
13 In the Presence of God, Harold E. Ranton

Quest

15 Guidance for the Quest, J. Robert Moffett
16 For a Greater Miracle, Dan B. Genung
17 In Face of the Power of Good and Evil, W. Barnett Blakemore
18 Setting Our Course with God's Guidance, Robert L. Lemon
19 As a New Year Opens, Stephanie Paulsell
20 A Prayer for the College, Benjamin F. Burns
21 Prayer for Theologians, William D. Carpe
21 Prayer for Theological Students, William D. Carpe
22 We Are Still Seeking, Edward Scribner Ames
23 Convocation, W. Barnett Blakemore

Glory to God

25 To You, O God, We Lift Our Souls, Stephanie Paulsell
26 On the Waters, John R. Bean
27 Hymn of Faith, Winfred Ernest Garrison
28 For the Gift of Beauty, Hunter Beckelhymer
29 We Are Glad in Your Creation, Larry D. Bouchard
30 The Heavens Are Telling the Glory of God, James E. Stockdale
31 Praise for the Mercy of God, Yvonne T. Gilmore-Essig
32 Glory to God, Brittany D. Barber
33 The Gifts We Receive, Edward Scribner Ames
CONFESSION AND REPENTANCE

35 NO ONE OF US IS PERFECT, W. Barnett Blakemore
36 TURN US AROUND, O GOD, Hunter Beckelhymer
37 THROUGH THE TESTIMONY OF SERVANTS OF OLD, Eugene H. Peters
38 FOR OUR NATION’S REPENTANCE, W. Barnett Blakemore
39 A PRAYER FOR HUMILITY IN SERVICE, Jack R. Sibley
40 I GAVE MYSELF TO LIFE!, John Norton Williams
41 CONFESSION, Robert Wilson-Black
42 WHEN I AM TIRED, Eddie Evans Griffin
43 A PRAYER FOR ROOTS, Edward H. Kolbe

PROTEST AND TRANSFORMATION

45 GRANT US NOT PEACE, O GOD, Benjamin F. Burns
46 FOR PEACE, UNIMAGINABLE, Kay L. Northcutt
47 MAKE US INSTRUMENTS OF YOUR PEACE AND FAVOR, David E. Cobb
48 STRENGTH IN THE STRUGGLE, John W. Harms
49 THE GRACE AND ZEST TO LABOR, JoAnne H. Kagiwada
50 TRANSFORM AND RENEW OUR IMAGinations, Larry D. Bouchard
51 SOLIDARITY IN CHRIST’S BODY, Robert S. Bates
52 HALLOWED BE, Amy Lignitz Harken
53 SHEPHERD, LEAD US, William A. Wright
54 GOING FORTH, James E. Stockdale
55 LET US STOP PRAYING THE PRAYER, Eugene H. Peters

CITIES AND CITIZENS

57 A MEDITATION UPON OUR CITY, Irvin E. Lunger
58 THE MANIFOLD LIFE OF THE CITY, Edward Scribner Ames
59 OUR HEARTS ARE FILLED, John E. McCaw
60 JUDGMENT TEMPERED WITH MERCY, John E. McCaw
61 THANKSGIVING AND RESPONSIBILITY, John E. McCaw
62 FOR PATRIOTS’ DREAMS, Eugene May
63 KEEP THE DREAM ALIVE, J. Marshall Dunn
64 RECONCILIATION, Laura M. Hollinger
65 CITY OF PEACE, W. Clark Gilpin

COMMUNION

67 FOR THE PROMISE OF THIS MEAL, Elizabeth Myer Boulton
68 WE HUNGER FOR MANY THINGS, Hunter Beckelhymer
69 THE PROPORTION OF LOVE, Hunter Beckelhymer
70 RECONNECT US, O GOD, Jane E. McAvoy
71 WE COME TO THE FEAST, Don A. Pittman
72 BECAUSE WE HAVE EATEN AT THIS TABLE, G. Philip Points
73 FOR THIS TABLE AND THIS TIME, G. Philip Points
74 HELP US TO REMEMBER, Larry D. Bouchard
75 A BLESSING OF PEACE, Sybel A. Thomas
CALLING AND MINISTRY
75  FAITH UNTO UNITY, Sandhya R. Jha
76  MINISTRY OF THE PSALMIST, J. Robert Moffett
77  FOR THE WATCHERS OF THE WORLD, Cynthia G. Lindner
78  ORDINATION PRAYER, Hunter Beckelhymer
79  A HOLY CALLING, Kristine A. Culp
80  FOR COMPANIONS IN THE CALL, Mark Miller-McLemore
81  THANKSGIVING FOR OUR CALL TO MINISTRY, G. L. "Andy" Messenger
82  WE HOLD YOUR SERVANT, Melvin Ray Schultz
83  FOR MINISTRY AND MINISTERS, Raymond B. Williams

HOME AND FAMILY
85  FOR THEIR MARRIAGE, Ayanna M. Johnson
86  WISHES FOR THE BRIDE AND GROOM, David T. Kagiwada
87  COVENANT, Kristin D. Van Heyningen
88  BLESS THIS PROMISE, C. Harvey Lord
89  A PRAYER FOR LEI LEI, Kay L. Northcutt
90  FOR THE YOUTH, Eugene May
91  SURROUNDED BY FRIENDS AND FAMILY, David E. Cobb

MOURNING AND CELEBRATION
93  HOW CAN THE UNIVERSE APPEAR INDIFFERENT? Thomas V. Stockdale
94  IN LIVING AND DYING WE BELONG TO YOU, Stephanie Paulsell
96  A PRAYER IN A SOLDIER’S SERVICE, Edward Scribner Ames
97  OUR HEARTS ARE JOINED IN SORROW, W. Barnett Blakemore
98  CELEBRATING LIFE, Clyde Curry Smith
100  HOW CAN WE KEEP FROM SINGING? Erica L. Brown
101  TO CELEBRATE AND TO MOURN, Stephanie Mclemore
102  FOR HELP IN TROUBLE AND SORROW, Eugene May
103  OUR PAIN AND OUR HOPE, Ana K. Gobledale

FIDELITY AND REMEMBRANCE
105  FIDELITY, W. Clark Gilpin
106  DAY BY DAY, Herbert L. Willett and Charles Clayton Morrison
107  FOR THIS DAY, Teresa Hord Owens
108  WE COME IN THOUGHTFUL DEDICATION, Benjamin F. Burns
109  IN MOMENTS OF REUNION, GOD, Benjamin F. Burns
110  REMEMBRANCE AND HOPE, Herbert Knudsen
112  SACRED SPACE, Edward H. Kolbe
113  AS THE YEAR ENDS, Eugene May
114  O GOD, OUR HELP, Herbert L. Willett and Charles Clayton Morrison
115  A PRAYER FOR ALL THE LOST DDH PRAYERS, Don S. Browning